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Since the Department of History at the University of Bristol has published the best of the annual dissertations produced
by our final-year undergraduates.

Since , there have been only three further chancellors; Sir Jeremy Morse , then chairman of Lloyds Bank who
handed over in to Brenda Hale , the first female Law Lord. For his subsequent pioneering work on quantum
mechanics, he was awarded the Nobel Prize for Physics. In , the university opened the new Centre for Sports,
Exercise and Health in the heart of the university precinct. The various undergraduate residences were
repeatedly expanded and, more recently, some postgraduate residences have been constructed. This was
prevented due to the moral objection of the then warden of Clifton Hall House who objected to the idea of
male and female residences being in such close proximity. The new Union provides many practice and
performance rooms, some specialist rooms, as well as three bars: Bar ; the Mandela also known as AR2 and
the Avon Gorge. Resources for nursing research an annotated bibliography Theses - University of Bristol
please note that these dissertations are published in the state they were submitted for examination. Our
research is breaking new ground in the history of the relationship between humans, animals and the natural
environment. Sir Winston Churchill became the university's third chancellor in , serving the university in that
capacity until  The architecture critic Roger Gill has stated that the building is "remarkable in size" but noted
that the "ambience of a medieval University was strangely lacking". This substantial building housed all of the
university's engineers until , when the department of Electrical Engineering and Department of Computer
Science moved over the road into the new Merchant Venturers' Building to make space for these rapidly
expanding fields. George Oatley added to them a tower in memory of Albert Fry which can still be seen on
University Road. Bristol is an internationally-recognised centre for the study of environmental history.
Foundation[ edit ] The earliest antecedent of the university was the engineering department of the Merchant
Venturers' Technical College founded as a school as early as which became the engineering faculty of Bristol
University. Best undergraduate dissertations Department of History Historians at Bristol From the Department
of Historical Studies his main research interests are in norman and anglo-norman history, with a special focus
on manuscript studies, book history, historical writing and cultural memory. It has since been restored to its
former glory, complete with oak panelled walls and a new organ. Research areas We are proud of our strength
in depth in medieval and early modern history. The tower was cleaned in â€” The new campus, which will
include a business school , digital research facilities and a student village, is expected to open in  Colleagues
from across a range of different research areas are brought together by an interest in public and creative
histories. Responsibility for running the university is held at an executive level by the vice-chancellor, but the
council is the only body that can recommend changes to the university's statutes and charter, [82] with the
exception of academic ordinances. Historians are central to the work of the Centre for Black Humanties ,
reflecting our particular strengths in the histories of race, migration and slavery. University records show that
Miss Starvey was prepared to resign over the issue and that she had the support of the then Chancellor Conwy
Lloyd Morgan. In , many students marched in support of the Anderson Report , which called for higher
student grants. With unprecedented growth in the s, particularly in undergraduate numbers, the Student's
Union eventually acquired larger premises in a new building in the Clifton area of the city, in  These more
recent ventures have been funded and are run by external companies in agreement with the university. These
buildings suffered being built in stages due to financial pressure. Wills Physics Laboratory was opened by
Ernest Rutherford. In , the university was involved in argument over press intrusion after details of then-prime
minister Tony Blair 's son's application to university were published in national newspapers. The university is
made up of a number of schools and departments organised into six faculties: [85] The Wills Memorial
Library of Law and Earth Sciences Faculty of Arts[ edit ]. Bristol uni history dissertations Dissertations -
UWE Bristol: Library rylands research institute and library, visiting research fellowship, humboldt foundation,
feodor lynen research fellowship, research foundation flanders fwo , postdoctoral research fellowship, british
academy, neil ker memorial fund, university of bamberg, doctoral dissertation prize, german academic
exchange service daad , postdoctoral fellowship, german research foundation dfg , postdoctoral scholarship,
commission for research and young academics fnk , research scholarship, german research foundation dfg ,
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doctoral scholarship, german historical institute, london ghil , research scholarship, german academic
exchange service daad , postgraduate scholarship,  As the number of postgraduate students has grown
particularly the numbers pursuing taught master's degrees , there eventually became a need for separate
representation on university bodies and the Postgraduate Union PGU was established in 


